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the middle east a history has long been the standard introductory textbook in the field of middle eastern history it is the most
comprehensive one volume treatment of middle eastern history from the rise of islam to the present time now available featuring full
coverage of the central and peripheral middle east there is a thorough and balanced discussion of the political religious social gender
economic and cultural history of the region why is the middle east entering a new era is it a new dawn is it a setting sun in the third
decade of the twenty first century the middle east is entering a new era a multifaceted and intricate equilibrium will write the next
chapter of this region the new era we are entering is fraught with challenges and full of opportunities the new era is both defined by and
a result of a combination of ancient and modern domestic regional and international processes iran and turkey each strive to position
themselves as the regional superpower in parallel the people of the region struggle to overcome increasing domestic challenges these
developments combined with an escalating struggle over path identity and direction could result in a new model of statehood in the
arab world while some countries take the turbulent path toward a possible new statehood model others are fighting for their
sovereignty and survival all of this is occurring while western hegemony in the middle east is coming to an end and the eastern giants are
on the rise acclaimed middle east expert an israeli fluent in arabic english and hebrew avi melamed has a proven exceptional record of
foreseeing the evolution of events in the middle east and their impact on a local and regional level in this book melamed takes you on a
fascinating eye opening journey through the geopolitical landscape of the middle east in the third decade of the twenty first century he
challenges common western concepts narratives and theories and he provides predictions about some of the most central regional issues
of the day using primarily sources from the region avi melamed provides a professional rare insider s view and clearly and insightfully
contextualizes current regional events inside the middle east entering a new era provides the knowledge and tools to connect the dots
this distinct understanding allows the reader to build a multidimensional picture of the geopolitical reality of the middle east today
and provides an unparalleled foundation for navigating the events of tomorrow with comprehensive illustrations this is an update and
critique of the complexities which have made the middle east an important regional geographical study describes the customs and
traditions of the people and their everyday life and traces the history of the area back to ancient times from the john holmes library
collection western civilization began in the middle east judaism and christianity as well as islam were born there for over a millennium
the islamic empires were ahead of the west in learning technology and medicine and were militarily far more powerful it took another three
hundred centuries for the west to catch up and overtake the middle east why does it seem different now why does osama bin laden see
1918 with the fall of the ottoman empire as the year everything changed these issues are explained in historical detail here in a way
that deliberately seeks to go behind the rhetoric to the roots of present conflicts a brief history of the middle east is essential reading
for an intelligent reader wanting to understand what one of the world s key regions is all about fully updated with a new section on
the iraq invasion of 2003 the question of iran and the full context of the isreali palestine conflict in the fourteenth edition of the
middle east ellen lust brings important new coverage to this comprehensive balanced and superbly researched text in clear prose lust
and her outstanding contributors explain the many complex changes taking place across the region new to this edition is a country
profile chapter on sudan by fareed hassan all country chapters now address domestic and regional conflict more explicitly and all
tables figures boxes and maps have been fully updated with the most recent data and information middle easterners today struggle to
find solutions to crises of economic stagnation political gridlock and cultural identity in recent decades islam has become central to
this struggle and almost every issue involves fierce sometimes violent debates over the role of religion in public life in this post 9 11
updated edition r stephen humphreys presents a thoughtful analysis of islam s place in today s middle east and integrates the medieval
and modern history of the region to show how the sacred and secular are tightly interwoven in its political and intellectual life this
revised and updated volume highlights the major issues and challenges that define the middle east today and places them within their
historical and geographical context the history of the middle east is long and complex in the major muslim nations series the term middle
east refers to the region encompassing 23 countries algeria bahrain djibouti egypt iran iraq israel jordan kuwait lebanon libya
mauritania morocco oman qatar saudi arabia somalia sudan syria tunisia turkey united arab emirates and yemen this book provides an
overview of the history of the middle eastern countries along with information about the region s geography central religious beliefs
governments and economies of the various states cultural groups and important communities in this completely updated sixth edition
peretz offers a comprehensive introduction to the history politics and contemporary life of the middle east this is the book for those
who have little or no previous academic background to the region since its initial publication in 1963 this definitive survey has been
widely acclaimed and frequently used in history and political science classes as with previous editions this volume offers a basic
understanding of the forces that shape life and politics in israel egypt iran iraq lebanon jordan syria turkey saudi arabia and the gulf
states and is up to date through the september 1993 israeli p l o accords a history of the middle east from napoleon s invasions of
egypt in the eighteenth century to the contemporary political issues of the region acclaimed israeli intelligence analyst avi melamed has
spent more than thirty years interpreting middle east affairs his long awaited inside the middle east challenges widely accepted
perceptions and provides a gripping and uniquely enlightening guide to make sense of the events unfolding in the region to answer how the
arab world got to this point what is currently happening what the ramifications will be how they will affect israel and what actions
must immediately be undertaken including how western leaders need to respond melamed considers all the major power players in the middle
east explains the underlying issues and creates a three dimensional picture an illustration that connects the dots and provides a
fascinating roadmap he elucidates developments such as the arab spring the downfall of the muslim brotherhood the rise of isis the epic
sunni shiite animosity the essence of the war in syria the role of the caliphate and jihad and the looming nuclear arms race he also
provides a rare opportunity to journey into the psyche of arab society look through the lens of its leaders and its most ruthless
terrorists see what makes them tick and what they want discover how they can be overtaken this unparalleled volume is a milestone in
our understanding of the middle east it is the untold story of the struggles that will shape the region and the world for decades to
come and a groundbreaking guide that will shake you to the core force you to reevalute your outlook and give you tips to navigate
the future from author avi melamed the conflicts in the middle east grow more confusing and dangerous every day in my encounters with
thousands of people from across the world from global leaders to high school students i know there is deep and intense thirst for
knowledge because today understanding the middle east is not optional it s mandatory my new book inside the middle east making sense of
the most dangerous and complicated region on earth is based on my decades of advisory counterterrorism education and intelligence
positions as well as my intimate connections throughout the arab world the book also provides the building blocks and database to
understand the contemporary middle east offers a unique insight into the arab world and is a gps to help you navigate the dramatically
changing middle east in the book i also offer an out of the box idea that could lead to a positive breakthrough in the israeli palestinian
conflict the definitive history of the middle east now updated in its fifth edition the best overall survey of the politics regional
rivalries and economics of the contemporary arab world washington post over the centuries the middle east has confounded the dreams
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of conquerors and peacemakers alike this now classic book follows the historic struggles of the region over the last two hundred
years from napoleon s assault on egypt through the slow decline and fall of the ottoman empire to the painful emergence of modern
nations it is now fully updated with extensive new material examining recent developments including the aftermaths of the arab spring
the continuing arab israeli conflict and the syrian and yemeni civil wars an excellent political overview guardian middle east in turmoil
volume 1 the middle east in modern world history focuses on the history of this region over the past 200 years it examines how global
trends during this period shaped the middle east and how these trends were affected by the region s development three trends from the past
two centuries are highlighted the region as a strategic conduit between east and west the development of the region s natural
resources especially oil the impact of a rapidly globalizing world economy on the middle east first published in 1979 this college level
introductory text ranges chronologically from the beginnings of islam to the present extensive revisions reflect new scholarship and
the most recent events in the middle east including the aftermath of the gulf war and issues surrounding the palestinian question
annotation copyright by book news inc portland or part of the kingfisher knowledge series this work takes a geo political view of the
middle east it provides information on countries people and cultures themes such as religion resources historical background and
politics and everyday life it conveys the richness and diversity of middle eastern culture and its global context contemporary
approaches to comparative studies of the middle east increasingly recognize how globalization and regional mass communication have
blurred differences across countries populations travel across national borders and compare narratives about political change
economic futures and the role of the outside world in shaping their lives organized by five principal themes of a regional overview
politics political economy social contexts and the international dimensions of middle east issues interpreting the middle east provides a
vibrant introduction to the middle east that is compatible with this regionalist perspective invited authorities contribute insightful and
accessible original discussions of headline fresh issues including the aftermath of the iraq war iran s regional ambitions developments in
the israeli palestinian conflict and the global politics of middle east oil as well as the islamic awakening conflict in the western sahara
civil military relations economic development political change and gender understandings section introductions by the editor integrate
the contributions and a glossary biographical list of key persons and chronology of significant events provide helpful guidance for
readers an introduction to the middle east that provides a historical background to the region and discusses key contemporary issues in
the areas of conflict development governance leadership society religion and gender authors offer various perspectives on islam its role
in the middle east and how conflict in the middle east affects the rest of the world an account of the politics of the middle east over
the last 50 years it is an attempt to make sense of the middle east in the new world order hadar argues that recent developments in the
middle east do not in fact demonstrate a need for american involvement there noting that the various regional disputes go back centuries
he points out that american leaders have neither the power nor the knowledge to manage the conflict and the lives of people in the middle
east u s meddling and balance of power gambits he writes inevitably make the various parties more irresponsible and less willing to take
advantage of opportunities for settling disputes in addition intervention creates resentment that can manifest itself in violence against
innocent american citizens hadar calls on the united states to redefine its role with respect to israel the palestinians the arab countries
and iran bernard lewis looks at the new era in the middle east with the departure of imperial powers the region must now on its own
resolve the political economic cultural and societal problems that prevent it from accomplishing the next stage in the advance of
civilization there is enough in the traditional culture of islam on the one hand and the modern experience of the muslim peoples on the
other he explains to provide the basis for an advance toward freedom in the true sense of that word demystifies the area s culture
politics and religions explore middle eastern history from ancient to modern times looking to better understand the middle east this plain
english guide explains the importance of the region especially in light of recent events you ll meet its people and their leaders discover the
differences and similarities between arab and western mindsets and examine the wars and conflicts including the israeli palestinian turmoil
that led up to the current political situation the dummies way explanations in plain english get in get out information icons and other
navigational aids tear out cheat sheet top ten lists a dash of humor and fun why did mr abdul rahman hassan seem uncomfortable when i
asked him if his christian name was abdul a many organisations new to the middle east become very successful many more struggle and
some will fail altogether often the difference between a successful organisation and one that fails is that organisation s level of
cultural intelligence cultural intelligence has never been more important as businesses globalise especially in parts of the world that
are very different to markets in the west cultural and social mistakes can cost businesses dearly learning how to do business in the
middle east without causing offence is crucial this book provides cultural and practical business intelligence for all western business
people working throughout the middle east it also focuses on issues specifically important to western businesswomen as well as for
men who might be working with arab and muslim women it can make the difference between success and failure for the reader and his or her
organisation this volume focuses on the influence that borders in the middle east can have on actors identity building as well as how
local national or transnational actors re define borders and boundaries the middle east is facing a political crisis revealed by the arab
uprisings that is affecting states borders in a paradoxical way while local communal or tribal dissent tends to contest international
borders states are trying to affirm their control over national territory in building border fences focusing on borders in their
materiality as well as their symbolic dimensions their representations may help with reappraising the region s own history the local
national specificities as well as regional global constraints affecting borderlands and those who cross borders be they workers
migrants or jihadists in this book six case studies will provide insights on state community relationships through the lens of border
issues in the levant and the gulf the theoretical framework provided by the border studies conceptual tools allows authors to delve
into the process of bordering de bordering and re bordering which is affecting the region raising questions on sovereignty authority and
the political legitimacy of the regimes this book was originally published as a special issue of geopolitics analyzes key aspects of the
2011 mideast turmoil such as arab public opinion socioeconomic and demographic conditions the role of social media influence of
islamists the impact of political changes on the arab israeli peace process and ramifications for the united states and the rest of the
world also provides country by country analysis of middle east political evolution provided by publisher politics government the
middle east has changed clearly substantially and dramatically during the last decade yet scholarly and public understanding lags far
behind recent events barry rubin s historical and political summation of the region shows how events and ideas have both shaped and
altered its character three interlinked themes are crucial to the book first a reinterpretation of the era of recent upheaval the middle
east has just passed through which the author calls the era of radical expectations during that period many arabs believed that some
leader country or radical movement would unite the region solving all its problems second an evaluation of how the historical
experience of the period between the 1940s and the 1990s undermined the old system making change necessary third an analysis of the
region today that explains future developments in what the author terms the era of reluctant pragmatism as the middle eastern
societies determine their relationships to the west barry rubin is director of the global research in international affairs gloria center of
the interdisciplinary center in herziliya israel and editor of the middle east review of international affairs he is the author of 16 books
on the middle east and has edited another 17 that include the widely reviewed and acclaimed the transformation of palestinian politics
harvard 1999 and the israel arab reader penguin putnam 2002
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The Middle East, a History

1968

the middle east a history has long been the standard introductory textbook in the field of middle eastern history it is the most
comprehensive one volume treatment of middle eastern history from the rise of islam to the present time now available featuring full
coverage of the central and peripheral middle east there is a thorough and balanced discussion of the political religious social gender
economic and cultural history of the region

Inside the Middle East

2022-02-08

why is the middle east entering a new era is it a new dawn is it a setting sun in the third decade of the twenty first century the middle
east is entering a new era a multifaceted and intricate equilibrium will write the next chapter of this region the new era we are entering is
fraught with challenges and full of opportunities the new era is both defined by and a result of a combination of ancient and modern
domestic regional and international processes iran and turkey each strive to position themselves as the regional superpower in parallel
the people of the region struggle to overcome increasing domestic challenges these developments combined with an escalating struggle
over path identity and direction could result in a new model of statehood in the arab world while some countries take the turbulent
path toward a possible new statehood model others are fighting for their sovereignty and survival all of this is occurring while
western hegemony in the middle east is coming to an end and the eastern giants are on the rise acclaimed middle east expert an israeli
fluent in arabic english and hebrew avi melamed has a proven exceptional record of foreseeing the evolution of events in the middle east
and their impact on a local and regional level in this book melamed takes you on a fascinating eye opening journey through the
geopolitical landscape of the middle east in the third decade of the twenty first century he challenges common western concepts
narratives and theories and he provides predictions about some of the most central regional issues of the day using primarily sources
from the region avi melamed provides a professional rare insider s view and clearly and insightfully contextualizes current regional
events inside the middle east entering a new era provides the knowledge and tools to connect the dots this distinct understanding
allows the reader to build a multidimensional picture of the geopolitical reality of the middle east today and provides an unparalleled
foundation for navigating the events of tomorrow

The Middle East

2000

with comprehensive illustrations this is an update and critique of the complexities which have made the middle east an important regional
geographical study

The Middle East

1981

describes the customs and traditions of the people and their everyday life and traces the history of the area back to ancient times

Asad

1989

from the john holmes library collection

A Brief History of the Middle East

2011-02-24

western civilization began in the middle east judaism and christianity as well as islam were born there for over a millennium the islamic
empires were ahead of the west in learning technology and medicine and were militarily far more powerful it took another three hundred
centuries for the west to catch up and overtake the middle east why does it seem different now why does osama bin laden see 1918 with
the fall of the ottoman empire as the year everything changed these issues are explained in historical detail here in a way that
deliberately seeks to go behind the rhetoric to the roots of present conflicts a brief history of the middle east is essential reading for an
intelligent reader wanting to understand what one of the world s key regions is all about fully updated with a new section on the iraq
invasion of 2003 the question of iran and the full context of the isreali palestine conflict

The Middle East

2016-05-10

in the fourteenth edition of the middle east ellen lust brings important new coverage to this comprehensive balanced and superbly
researched text in clear prose lust and her outstanding contributors explain the many complex changes taking place across the region
new to this edition is a country profile chapter on sudan by fareed hassan all country chapters now address domestic and regional
conflict more explicitly and all tables figures boxes and maps have been fully updated with the most recent data and information
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Between Memory and Desire

2005-11-16

middle easterners today struggle to find solutions to crises of economic stagnation political gridlock and cultural identity in recent
decades islam has become central to this struggle and almost every issue involves fierce sometimes violent debates over the role of
religion in public life in this post 9 11 updated edition r stephen humphreys presents a thoughtful analysis of islam s place in today s
middle east and integrates the medieval and modern history of the region to show how the sacred and secular are tightly interwoven in
its political and intellectual life

The Middle East Today

2013

this revised and updated volume highlights the major issues and challenges that define the middle east today and places them within their
historical and geographical context

Facts & Figures About the Middle East

2014-11-17

the history of the middle east is long and complex in the major muslim nations series the term middle east refers to the region encompassing
23 countries algeria bahrain djibouti egypt iran iraq israel jordan kuwait lebanon libya mauritania morocco oman qatar saudi arabia
somalia sudan syria tunisia turkey united arab emirates and yemen this book provides an overview of the history of the middle eastern
countries along with information about the region s geography central religious beliefs governments and economies of the various
states cultural groups and important communities

The Middle East Today

1994-04-30

in this completely updated sixth edition peretz offers a comprehensive introduction to the history politics and contemporary life of the
middle east this is the book for those who have little or no previous academic background to the region since its initial publication in
1963 this definitive survey has been widely acclaimed and frequently used in history and political science classes as with previous
editions this volume offers a basic understanding of the forces that shape life and politics in israel egypt iran iraq lebanon jordan syria
turkey saudi arabia and the gulf states and is up to date through the september 1993 israeli p l o accords

A History of the Middle East

1992

a history of the middle east from napoleon s invasions of egypt in the eighteenth century to the contemporary political issues of the
region

Inside the Middle East

2016-03-29

acclaimed israeli intelligence analyst avi melamed has spent more than thirty years interpreting middle east affairs his long awaited
inside the middle east challenges widely accepted perceptions and provides a gripping and uniquely enlightening guide to make sense of the
events unfolding in the region to answer how the arab world got to this point what is currently happening what the ramifications will
be how they will affect israel and what actions must immediately be undertaken including how western leaders need to respond melamed
considers all the major power players in the middle east explains the underlying issues and creates a three dimensional picture an
illustration that connects the dots and provides a fascinating roadmap he elucidates developments such as the arab spring the
downfall of the muslim brotherhood the rise of isis the epic sunni shiite animosity the essence of the war in syria the role of the caliphate
and jihad and the looming nuclear arms race he also provides a rare opportunity to journey into the psyche of arab society look
through the lens of its leaders and its most ruthless terrorists see what makes them tick and what they want discover how they can be
overtaken this unparalleled volume is a milestone in our understanding of the middle east it is the untold story of the struggles that
will shape the region and the world for decades to come and a groundbreaking guide that will shake you to the core force you to
reevalute your outlook and give you tips to navigate the future from author avi melamed the conflicts in the middle east grow more
confusing and dangerous every day in my encounters with thousands of people from across the world from global leaders to high
school students i know there is deep and intense thirst for knowledge because today understanding the middle east is not optional it s
mandatory my new book inside the middle east making sense of the most dangerous and complicated region on earth is based on my decades
of advisory counterterrorism education and intelligence positions as well as my intimate connections throughout the arab world the
book also provides the building blocks and database to understand the contemporary middle east offers a unique insight into the arab
world and is a gps to help you navigate the dramatically changing middle east in the book i also offer an out of the box idea that
could lead to a positive breakthrough in the israeli palestinian conflict
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A History of the Middle East

2019-03-28

the definitive history of the middle east now updated in its fifth edition the best overall survey of the politics regional rivalries and
economics of the contemporary arab world washington post over the centuries the middle east has confounded the dreams of
conquerors and peacemakers alike this now classic book follows the historic struggles of the region over the last two hundred years
from napoleon s assault on egypt through the slow decline and fall of the ottoman empire to the painful emergence of modern nations it
is now fully updated with extensive new material examining recent developments including the aftermaths of the arab spring the
continuing arab israeli conflict and the syrian and yemeni civil wars an excellent political overview guardian

The Middle East Remembered

1983

middle east in turmoil volume 1

The Middle East in Turmoil

2001

the middle east in modern world history focuses on the history of this region over the past 200 years it examines how global trends
during this period shaped the middle east and how these trends were affected by the region s development three trends from the past two
centuries are highlighted the region as a strategic conduit between east and west the development of the region s natural resources
especially oil the impact of a rapidly globalizing world economy on the middle east

The Middle East in Modern World History

2016-05-23

first published in 1979 this college level introductory text ranges chronologically from the beginnings of islam to the present
extensive revisions reflect new scholarship and the most recent events in the middle east including the aftermath of the gulf war and
issues surrounding the palestinian question annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

A Concise History Of The Middle East

1988

part of the kingfisher knowledge series this work takes a geo political view of the middle east it provides information on countries people
and cultures themes such as religion resources historical background and politics and everyday life it conveys the richness and
diversity of middle eastern culture and its global context

The Middle East

2006

contemporary approaches to comparative studies of the middle east increasingly recognize how globalization and regional mass
communication have blurred differences across countries populations travel across national borders and compare narratives about
political change economic futures and the role of the outside world in shaping their lives organized by five principal themes of a regional
overview politics political economy social contexts and the international dimensions of middle east issues interpreting the middle east
provides a vibrant introduction to the middle east that is compatible with this regionalist perspective invited authorities contribute
insightful and accessible original discussions of headline fresh issues including the aftermath of the iraq war iran s regional ambitions
developments in the israeli palestinian conflict and the global politics of middle east oil as well as the islamic awakening conflict in the
western sahara civil military relations economic development political change and gender understandings section introductions by the
editor integrate the contributions and a glossary biographical list of key persons and chronology of significant events provide helpful
guidance for readers

Interpreting the Middle East

2011-06

an introduction to the middle east that provides a historical background to the region and discusses key contemporary issues in the
areas of conflict development governance leadership society religion and gender

Inside the Middle East

1982

authors offer various perspectives on islam its role in the middle east and how conflict in the middle east affects the rest of the world
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The Middle East

2009-07

an account of the politics of the middle east over the last 50 years it is an attempt to make sense of the middle east in the new world
order

Muddle of the Middle East

1973

hadar argues that recent developments in the middle east do not in fact demonstrate a need for american involvement there noting that
the various regional disputes go back centuries he points out that american leaders have neither the power nor the knowledge to manage
the conflict and the lives of people in the middle east u s meddling and balance of power gambits he writes inevitably make the various
parties more irresponsible and less willing to take advantage of opportunities for settling disputes in addition intervention creates
resentment that can manifest itself in violence against innocent american citizens hadar calls on the united states to redefine its role
with respect to israel the palestinians the arab countries and iran

The Middle East

2003

bernard lewis looks at the new era in the middle east with the departure of imperial powers the region must now on its own resolve the
political economic cultural and societal problems that prevent it from accomplishing the next stage in the advance of civilization there
is enough in the traditional culture of islam on the one hand and the modern experience of the muslim peoples on the other he explains to
provide the basis for an advance toward freedom in the true sense of that word

The Middle East

1997

demystifies the area s culture politics and religions explore middle eastern history from ancient to modern times looking to better
understand the middle east this plain english guide explains the importance of the region especially in light of recent events you ll meet its
people and their leaders discover the differences and similarities between arab and western mindsets and examine the wars and conflicts
including the israeli palestinian turmoil that led up to the current political situation the dummies way explanations in plain english get
in get out information icons and other navigational aids tear out cheat sheet top ten lists a dash of humor and fun

Tensions in the Middle East

1956

why did mr abdul rahman hassan seem uncomfortable when i asked him if his christian name was abdul a many organisations new to the
middle east become very successful many more struggle and some will fail altogether often the difference between a successful
organisation and one that fails is that organisation s level of cultural intelligence cultural intelligence has never been more important
as businesses globalise especially in parts of the world that are very different to markets in the west cultural and social mistakes can
cost businesses dearly learning how to do business in the middle east without causing offence is crucial this book provides cultural and
practical business intelligence for all western business people working throughout the middle east it also focuses on issues specifically
important to western businesswomen as well as for men who might be working with arab and muslim women it can make the difference
between success and failure for the reader and his or her organisation

The Middle East: Nations, Superpowers, and Wars

1973

this volume focuses on the influence that borders in the middle east can have on actors identity building as well as how local national
or transnational actors re define borders and boundaries the middle east is facing a political crisis revealed by the arab uprisings that is
affecting states borders in a paradoxical way while local communal or tribal dissent tends to contest international borders states
are trying to affirm their control over national territory in building border fences focusing on borders in their materiality as well as
their symbolic dimensions their representations may help with reappraising the region s own history the local national specificities as
well as regional global constraints affecting borderlands and those who cross borders be they workers migrants or jihadists in this
book six case studies will provide insights on state community relationships through the lens of border issues in the levant and the gulf
the theoretical framework provided by the border studies conceptual tools allows authors to delve into the process of bordering de
bordering and re bordering which is affecting the region raising questions on sovereignty authority and the political legitimacy of the
regimes this book was originally published as a special issue of geopolitics

Quagmire

1992

analyzes key aspects of the 2011 mideast turmoil such as arab public opinion socioeconomic and demographic conditions the role of
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social media influence of islamists the impact of political changes on the arab israeli peace process and ramifications for the united
states and the rest of the world also provides country by country analysis of middle east political evolution provided by publisher

The End of Modern History in the Middle East

2013-09-01

politics government

Fragmentation of the Middle East

1988-01-01

the middle east has changed clearly substantially and dramatically during the last decade yet scholarly and public understanding lags
far behind recent events barry rubin s historical and political summation of the region shows how events and ideas have both shaped and
altered its character three interlinked themes are crucial to the book first a reinterpretation of the era of recent upheaval the middle
east has just passed through which the author calls the era of radical expectations during that period many arabs believed that some
leader country or radical movement would unite the region solving all its problems second an evaluation of how the historical
experience of the period between the 1940s and the 1990s undermined the old system making change necessary third an analysis of the
region today that explains future developments in what the author terms the era of reluctant pragmatism as the middle eastern
societies determine their relationships to the west barry rubin is director of the global research in international affairs gloria center of
the interdisciplinary center in herziliya israel and editor of the middle east review of international affairs he is the author of 16 books
on the middle east and has edited another 17 that include the widely reviewed and acclaimed the transformation of palestinian politics
harvard 1999 and the israel arab reader penguin putnam 2002

The Middle East For Dummies

2011-03-10

Arabs, Oil, and History

1949

The Middle East Unveiled

2011-06-01

Elusive Peace in the Middle East

1975-06-30

Bordering the Middle East

2020-05-21

The Arab Awakening

2011

The Middle East: Its Governments and Politics

1972

The Middle East an Indefinable Region

1959
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The Unmaking of the Middle East

2008

The Tragedy of the Middle East

2002-09-02
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